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May 2019 :  “Bobbins” Cutting Instructions 

FAT QUARTER FRIDAY 

Optional Items: 
In addition to the materials listed in the “12-Pack Quilts” 
book, I recommend using the following items to assist 
with this quilt project: 
 

 Creative Grids Stripology Ruler 

 Sandwich bags (I used the HEB bags 6 5/8” x 5 7/8” 
and labelled them #1 - 72 using a sharpie) 

 9 - 1 gallon size plastic bags 

 1 - 2.5 gallon plastic bag  

 Post it flags 

From the Background Fabric: 
Note:  Before cutting….I used the Post It flags to mark 
the 2” measurements on the top and bottom of the 
Stripology ruler.   

For the Bobbins: 

 Fold the background fabric into fourths and use the 
stripology ruler to cut 29 strips that are 2” wide. 

 Then open the strips and stack them together.        
(I overlapped and stacked approximately 10 strips 
together.) 

 Use the stripology ruler to cut 2 inch squares. 

 Place 8 of the 2” squares in each of the 72 sandwich 
bags.   

 
Other Pieces for the Block: 

 Cut 3 strips 6.5” x WOF and sub-cut into 9 rectan-
gles that are 6.5” x  12.5”.    

 Cut 18 strips 3.5” x WOF.  Use some of the strips 
and sub-cut into 54 rectangles measuring 3.5” x 
6.5”.   

 Then sub-cut the remaining strips into 36 rectangles 
3.5” x 9.5”. 

 I placed 1 rectangle 6.5” x 12.5”, 6 rectangles 
3.5” x 6.5”, and four rectangles 3.5” x x9.5” 
each into sandwich bags labelled them Block 
1, Block 2, Block 3….Block 9.  

I recommend pressing 
all seams open 

From each Fat Quarter: 
Note:  Before cutting….I used the Post It flags to mark 
the 3.5” measurements on the Stripology ruler.   

I folded my fat quarters in half and layered them to use 
the stripology ruler to cut the 3.5” strips first.  Then, I 
opened the strips and re-stacked them to do the sub-
cuts with the stripology ruler.   

 Cut 5 strips 3.5” x 18” 

 Sub-cut into 3.5” x 3.5” squares 

 Place 4 squares into a sandwich bag. These four 
pieces will make one (1) bobbin. You will have 72 
sandwich bags after you cut all of the fat quarters. 

 Each fat quarter should yield 24 squares, enough to 
make 6 bobbins 

 


